This paper presents the relations among polarimetric backscattering coefficients from the viewpoint of symmetry groups. Symmetry of geophysical media encountered in remote sensing due to reflection, rotation, azimuthal, and centrical symmetry groups is considered for both reciprocal and nonreciprocal cases. On the basis of the invariance under symmetry transformations in the linear polarization basis, the scattering coefficients are related by a set of equations which restrict the number of independent parameters in the polarimetric covariance matrix. The properties derived under these transformations are general and apply to all scattering mechanisms in a given symmetrical configuration. The scattering coefficients calculated from theoretical models for layer random media and rough surfaces are shown to obey the derived symmetry relations. Use of symmetry properties in remote sensing of structural and environmental responses of scattering media is discussed. As a practical application, the results from this paper provide new methods for the external calibration of polarimetric radars without the deployment of man-made calibration targets.
approximation [Nghiem, 1991] . These zero-scattering coefficients have been assumed to extract equations relating true and measured quantities for use in the calibration of polarimetric scattering data [Yueh et al., 1991; van Zyl, 1990; Sheen et al., 1989] and to study the unpolarized component of the scattering from a forested area [Durden et al., 
NGHIEM ET AL.' SYMMETRY PROPERTIES IN POLARIMETRIC
REMOTE SENSING fields of physics [Hamermesh, 1972] . The symmetry of a body is described by a set of transformations which preserve distances. These transformations can be constructed from three fundamental operations: mirror reflection, axial rotation, and linear translation. The translational invariance of the covariance matrix, implied in the subsequent development in this paper, in the horizontal direction is usually observed for a geophysical medium whose scattering matrix is statistically homogeneous within the distributed extent. More interestingly, the reflection, the rotation, and their combinations constitute symmetry groups applicable to geophysical remote sensing of media with reflection, rotation, azimuthal, and centrical symmetries. In this paper the invariance of backscattering coefficients in the covariance matrix under the symmetry transformations of the linear polarization basis is used to investigate the conditions imposed by the aforementioned symmetries for both reciprocal and nonreciprocal media. The paper is organized into eight sections. In section 2 the rotation of scattering coefficients in a linear polarization basis is carried out. Section 3 considers mirror reflection symmetry about a plane to generally prove the complete decorrelation between the copolarized and the cross-polarized scattering elements resulting in the corresponding zero cross-scattering coefficients. In this case, theoretical results for scattering from a random medium with aligned spheroidal scatterers and from a randomly perturbed periodic rough surface are shown to satisfy this symmetry condition. Section 4 studies the consequence of two-dimensional pure rotation symmetry about an axis on the polarimetric scattering coefficients. Because of this rotation invariance the scattering coefficients are constrained under a new set of equations which hold true even for gyrotropic and chiral media. Section 5 analyzes the implications of azimuthal symmetry. This symmetry group is obtained from the rotation group by adjoining the reflection in the vertical plane containing the axis of the rotation symmetry. The azimuthal symmetry interrelates the scattering coefficients with a set of equations which are used to test the volume scattering from layer random media under the firstorder distorted Born approximation and the rough surface scattering under the first-order small perturbation method. Section 6 examines centrical symmetry about a point. This symmetry can be considered as azimuthal symmetry with the axis containing the center point and rotated in three 
REFLECTION SYMMETRY
In this section the reflection symmetry with respect to a vertical plane is considered in order to find the constraints on the scattering coefficients. This symmetry group has the mirror reflection transformation denoted by rr v, where the subscript v stands for vertical (not to be confused with the conventional scattering coefficient rrvv = rrvvvv) in the notation of group theory [Hamermesh, 1972] . On the ocean surface, for instance, water waves have the reflection symmetry about a vertical plane (P) parallel to the downwind or upwind direction as depicted in Figure 2 . Here theoretical results for the scattering from a random medium with aligned ellipsoidal scatterers and from a randomly perturbed periodic rough surface will be shown to obey the constraints imposed by reflection symmetry. In summary, the reflection symmetry equalizes the scattering coefficients measured in two linear polarization bases with the mirror symmetry about the vertical plane P. This symmetry forces the polarimetric scattering coefficients for the correlations between the copolarized and the cross-polarized elements in the scattering matrix to be nullified. As seen from (14) The models for the volume scattering and the surface scattering with the symmetrical configurations are thus shown to follow the constraints imposed by the reflection symmetry. In geophysical media this symmetry can be observed on water surfaces in the upwind or downwind direction, plowed fields in the direction perpendicular to the row structure, and isotropic and anisotropic scattering media such as forest, snow, or sea ice. ing to group theory notation [Hamermesh, 1972] . The behavior of the polarimetric backscattering coefficients based on the symmetry properties can be used as a reference to study the structure of the scatterers in geophysical media. Different geometrical distribution of nonspherical scatterers can be identified and classified by comparing the scattering coefficients with the corresponding symmetry calculations.
Let
As discussed, water waves on the ocean surface have reflection symmetry with respect to the vertical plane parallel to the wind direction, and the corresponding covariance matrix contains the zeroscattering coefficients as specified by (18 " unpublished manuscript, 1992) . This study provides a selection of distributed targets from which scattering coefficients are well behaved in accordance with the symmetry conditions. For instance, a tropical rain forest with a dense foliage canopy can naturally manifest centrical symmetry.
Environmental effects
Environmental conditions can change the polarimetric signatures from geophysical media through their intervention in the path of the probing wave or through the restructuring of the media themselves. In remote sensing from space the Earth's ionosphere may modify the signatures under some circumstances. Near the equatorial anomalies or during a period of high solar activity, the ionospheric density irregularities can introduce signature distortions which destroy the symmetry behavior of the scattering coefficients froln symmetrical media. For example, the covariance matrix of an azimuthally symmetrical medium takes on the form (43) instead of (45) after the field-aligned transionspheric propagation. Thick snow cover on first-year ice can make the polarimetric signature become more isotropic [Nghiem, 1991] , and the covariance matrix approaches the case of centrical symmetry. Rain can cause anisotropic effects due to the nonspherical shape and the preferential alignment of the rain drops. When it rains over a forest canopy with the centrical symmetry, the covariance matrix in this case can be different from (45). These effects from the environmental conditions can therefore be recognized by inspecting the covariance matrices of the geophysical media having the symmetry properties.
In many instances, the environmental conditions can change the structure of the media. A sea current can align c axes in sea ice [Weeks and Ackley, 1982] which becomes biaxial, and it has reflection symmetry rather than azimuthal as in sea ice with random orientation of the c axes in horizontal directions. Wind bends the canopy on a wheat field and transforms the azimuthal symmetry into reflection symmetry. Leaf inclination also depends on environmental factors such as rain and plant stress. Correct interpretation of polarimetric data requires calibration of the polarimetric radar, in other words, to estimate the polarization distortion matrices of both transmitting and receiving channels. In this regard, it has been a standard practice to deploy man-made targets such as corner reflectors or active transponders in the scene to be imaged. However, when the man-made targets are not available, the symmetry that exists in many natural distributed targets will be a very useful tool for the polarimetric calibration.
With the applications of symmetry, algorithms are developed to remove the cross talk and channel imbalance in a step-by-step process using the response from natural distributed targets so that the calibration can be carried out as much as possible with the available degree of symmetry (S. H. Yueh, et al., Jet Propulsion Laboratory, "External calibration of polarimetic radars using distributed target," unpublished manuscript, 1992). In general, a polarimetric radar is nonreciprocal and is described by six complex parameters. On the basis of the reciprocity which is usually satisfied for natural distributed targets, the polarimetric radar is made reciprocal by using an equivalent point-target response derived by Yueh et al. [1991] . The number of unknown parameters is therefore reduced from six to three, including one for channel imbalance and two for cross talk. When a distributed target with reflection symmetry is available in the imaged scene, the two complex cross-talk parameters are calculated by means of (18). The residual error is the channel imbalance which can be removed by 
